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Abstract Galanter, and Pribram (1960) substitute a feedback

loop for the classic reflex as the behavioral element

of interest. As they say (pp. 26-27), "action is ini-

tiated by an 'incongruity' between the state of the

organism and the state that is being tested2for, and

the action persists until the incongruity (i.e., the

proximal stimulus) is removed. The general pattern of

reflex action, therefore, is to test the input energi-

es against some criteria established in the organism,

to respond if the result of the test is to showan in-

congruity, and to continue to respond until the incon-

gruity vanishes, at which time the reflex is termina-

ted. Thus, there is 'feedback' from the result of the

action to the testing phase, and we are confronted by

a recursive loop. The simplest kind of diagram to re-

present this conception of reflex action--an alterna-

tive to the classical reflex arc--would have to look

something like Figure 1...The interpretation toward

which the argument moves is one that has been called

the' cybernetic hypothesis' namely, that the fundamen-

tal building block of the nervous system is the feed-

back loop (Wiener 1948, Wisdom 1951, Sluckin 1954)."

FIGURE 1 A TOTE UNIT

As psychologists become involved professionslly in the

activities of everyday lives, the discipline's lack of

a comprehensive model of action is beginning to be ac-

knowledged. Assigned the job of helping producers make

goods/services appropriate to user-circumstances, mar-

keters especially feel the lack of a general model of

action. Earlier approaches to modeling action are

here reviewed. Extensions are offered and directions

for further research are indicated.

Introduction

A salutary message may finally be delivered to mains-

tream psychology and from an unexpected quarter. Chan-

ges in technological capability are leading to changes

in the nature of goods/services. From supplementing

or replacing the work of human muscles, goods/services

increasingly share the work of human minds. Psycho-

logists whose interests span the worlds of scholarship

and practice may find that mainstream psychology lacks

conceptualizations that are cast appropriately for

guiding the work of producers. In the context of his

interest in user-machine interfaces, Norman (1986, p.

37) remarks on the lack of work in psychology relative

to "how people actually do things, which means a theo-

~of action." Searching the earlier literature for

.k relevant to his concerns, he finds only Miller,

Galanter, and Pribram (1960), Powers (1973), and Card,

Moran, and Newell (1983). Similarly, as marketers

viewing psychology from the perspective of those who

guide producers of goods/services, we keenly feel psy-
chology , s inadequacies when we must conceptualize and

describe the contexts for everyday activity.

>

(congruity)

What is being modeled here is a process that maintains

the value of some variable within an acceptable range.

Alternatively, the operations an organism performs are

constantly guided by the outcomes of various tests (p.

29). Other authors have developed models along lines

similar to TOTE but including greater detail in some

respects. Three such models are reproduced in the Ap-

pendix. Each represents a process by which an indivi-

dual may reduce/eliminate the difference between two

states, that is, a present and a nonpresent or imagi-

ned state--a ~, which an individual may bring about

by performing some environmental adjustment. Each

author envisions an individual who makes some adjust-

ment and, upon checking the outcome and ascertaining

that the goal has not been achieved, continues adjust-

ing. In Pask's model (Figure A-l), the individual

continues until the difference between the present and

anticipated state or goal is zero, or the limit of

available effort has been reached. In Powers' model

The task for psychological science is not an easy one,

as the following thought experiment may show. Consi-

der any human action and compare two things: (I) What

is objectively observable--available to the senses of

individuals other than the actor, directly or through

instruments, and (2) What the action means to the ac-

tor. For example, as regards dictating a letter, ac-

cepting an award, visiting a sick friend, attending

live theater, feeding a baby, or sipping a cup of tea,

consider, on the one hand, what is observable and, on

the other, (a) What the actor may be experiencing and

(b) The range of all experiencings of such an action.

If ever an aspect of the natural world called for the

scientist's creative representational skills, it is

surely the phenomenon of human action.

Herein, I discuss some conceptual issues that need to

be addressed in modeling action. First I briefly

review the conceptualizations of other authors, inc-

luding that of NormsnI(I986) and tlieauthorslie-meri-

tions, as noted above. Then I discuss extending con-

ceptualizing upstream from the point where theorists

have been focusing so that we may have a model that

helps producers approach their task systematically.

1
Except Card et al. (1983), with whom Norman claims

-

close kinship for his model, replaced here by Pask

(e.g., 1970).

2 Miller et al. (1960) say "incongruity," to avoid ha-

ving to distinguish between TOTEs in which detecting a

difference/no difference "releases" the operations (p.

31). Equating "incongruity" and "proximal stimulus,"

as here, may evoke a drive-reductionist view. In any

event, so doing deflects attention from considering

the separate elements that constitute a "test."

Toward a Model -9-f~ll~

With their TOTE (Test-Operate-Test-Exit) unit, Miller,



FIGURE 3 ADJUSTMENTS INDIVIDUALS MAXE

An appropriate broader context is one in which we re-

gard action as a means of effecting the numerous ad-

justments that living organisms make throughout a li-

fetime. An individual consists of, and participates

in, numerous systems. Among the many adjustments that

individuals make, some are automatic in the sense of

being inaccessible to an individual's behavioral pro-

cesses of control (Figure 3). Others are under beha-

vioral control, which means that adjustments in the

values of variables result from changes that involve,
actually or potentially, an individual ' s focal atten-

tion. Elsewhere (Fennell 1987), I have characterized
the circumstances that allocate an individual ' s beha-

vioral resources as occurring either nonpredictably

(-Activating Change- e.g., one becomes aware of feel-

ing hungry and considers eating), or regularly (-Auto-

matized Routines- e.g., eating at regular intervals).

My main interest here is modeling the first of these,

which I conceptualize as a behavioral episode that,

broadly described, consists of ~, attempted coun-

terchange, and learning (Figure 4). The second, or

regularly-occurring case, is essentially a streamlined

version of a behavioral episode, many elements of

which drop out as action becomes automatized.

FIGURE 4 BEHAVIORAL EPISODE

(Figure A-2), the individ~ continues adjusting unti1

the present va1ue of some variab1e equa1s a reference

value. In Norman's mode1 (Figure A-3) , the individ~

perceives, interprets, and evaluates the outcome of an

act in relation to the intended goal state. Going be-

yond TOTE and Pask's model, Powers includes a rudimen-

tary 3representation of perturbing events (i.e., -pro-
ximal and remote- physical phenomena) , and Norman in-

cludes a more detailed analysis of the cognitive con-

text immediately before and after action. All assume

a particular goal and domain of action as given. None

models the process by which an individ~'s resources

are directed to one among many possible goals and do-

mains of action. None addresses how events upstream

from the point at which a variable departs from its

reference level (or a difference occurs betWeen a pre-

sent and an imagined state) select the particular do-

main of adjustment in any instance. The models are not

designed to answer questions such as: How is it that

an individual is hammering a nail to make i ts head

flush with the surrounding surface (TOTE), playing a

complex laboratory game (Pask), tracking a spot of

light (Powers), or trying to use a computer (Norman)?

Each author studies the course of action where action

domain and goal are given. In contrast, of interest

here are events upstream that select a substantive do-

main for possible adjusting and the goal of adjusting.

Moreover, TOTE and the other three models represent

action during that portion of its natural history when

the actor may be assumed to engage in performing some

task consciously or intentionally. A significant

aspect of the context for action comprises the process
by which an individual ' s behavioral resources includ-

ing, potentially, focal attention come to be allocated

to specific substantive domains. Accordingly, I am

interested in the conditions under which a substantive

domain enters focal attention for possible adjusting.

COUNTERCHANGE (?) LEARNINGCHANGE
Representi~ the Context for Acting

From the perspective of one who would guide producers
of goods/services, it is necessary to locate action in

some conceptual context .This is because once the test

-retest criterion, or the goal, or the action domain

are specified, we are already some distance along in

regard to what an individual is doing. Consider Where

a good/service belongs in a TOTE unit. As shown in

Figure 2, its place is in the operate phase. Goods/-

services help individuals to make some adjustment--do

something to the criterion of the TEST. If they are to

design appropriate aids for the OPERATE phase, produ-

cers must understand the domain of TEST. As advisers

to those who would make the goods/services that help

individuals accomplish their purposes, marketers must

conceptualize and describe the events that allocate
individuals ' resources to particular goals .

FIGURE 2 A TOTE UNIT: PRODUCER'S PERSPECTIVE
---

Far a start, an individual's resources are always al-

located to one substantive domain or another. A theo-

rist must select some point to enter such a behavioral

stream and here that point is events associated with

~. Some aspect of the relation betWeen individu-

al and environment changes, intruding the fact of such
change into an individual ' s focal attention. As expe-
rienced, ~ may take the form of an individual ' s

coming to realize that some information has personal

significance, or that s/he feels uncomfortable and is

searching for the reason. The individual finds his

or her resources allocated to dealing with this inter-

rupting event--to effecting counterchange--either by
reappraising the precipitating events, or by searching

for and trying to effect some environmental adjust-

ment. Whether or not such an attempt is successful,

the incident leaves a record in the form of learning.

Later I give more details about the events just desc-

ribed. For now, I have said enough to begin to show

how the present differs from other approaches, taking
the TOTE unit for detailed comparison here. A behavio-

ral episode begins when a "test," conducted preatten-
tively, yields a result that compels focal attention.
TOTE may be compared with a behavioral episode in one

of two ways. AS shown in Figure Sa, a TOTE unit may be

considered to commence outside the individual's cons-
cious awareness, which is engaged only when the out-3 Powers and Miller et al. use "proximal" differently.



TOTE AND BEHAVIORAL EPISODE COMPAREDFIGURE 5

.BEHAVIORAL

TOTE (a) EPISODE TOTE (b)

TEST-lncongruous CHANGE

OPERATE COUNTERCHANGE ( ? )

TEST-lncongruous TEST-lncongruous

OPERATE OPERATE

TEST-congruous TEST-congruous

EXIT EXIT

LEARNING

come ls Incongruous. Alternatlvely, (Figure 5b) TOTE

may be considered to commence when an individual is

already aware that some incongruity must be addressed,

knows the nature of the Incongruity--of the test cri-

terion--and ways to address it, has selected an opera-

tion by which to do so, and ls performing that opera-

tion and checking Its outcome against the criterion.

As noted, the examples that Hlller et al. (1960), Pask

& Von Foerster (1961), Powers (1973) and Norman (1286)

use suggest that they have in mind the stage of a be-

havioral episode that ls represented in Figure 5b.

At a more general level, Hlller et &1. (1960) distin-

guish the domains of Image (all the accumulated, orga-

nized knowledge that the organism has about Itself and

Its world, Including everything the organism has lear-

ned--v&1ues as well as facts--organized by whatever

concepts, images, or relations slhe has been able to

master, pp. 17-18), and Plan (any hierarchical process
In the organism that can control the order in which a

sequence of operatlons ls to be performed, p. 16).

They believe that sometimes what matters is construct-

~ a better Image, sometimes it is elaborating a bet-

~~ Plan. Considering TOTE appropriate for discussing

Lloth Image and Plan, the authors choose to focus on

Plan (p. 175). In contrast, I consider that we may

begin to understand action only when, integrating the

elements that constitute MimageM and Mplan,M we repre-

sent specific contexts in which action may occur.

the variable quiescent, in the present instance, -be-

come warmer.- The -test criterion,- CS3' must be ap-

propriate to the perturbing events, i.e., reflect the

substantive domain and kind of adjusting called for.

The individual must be able to generate possibilities

for making such an adjustment--in principle, e.g.,

putting on more clothing/blankets, and in the immedi-

ate environment e.g., items of extra clothing that are

readilyaccessible. Among candidate items i.e., those
offering the essential characteristic of wa~king,

some may also entail undesirable side effects or, more

generally, costs. When an individual has selected the

best among the available candidates, the question rem-

ains: Is effecting the proposed counterchange likely

to be worth the cost of doing sol Am I cold enough to

warrant the bother of disentangling myself from my

chair to fetch the sweater I believe is hanging in my

closet across the rooml Should it pass this test, the

individual attempts to act---operate- (AS3) in Figure

6. The attempted action--here, putting on a particular

sweater--may fail. For example, as I look in the clo-

set, the sweater may be missing or, as I take it down,

it may come apart in my hands. Depending on how one's

attempted operation fails to achieve the criterion

(here, wa~king), the individual reverts to an ap-

propriate earlier stage and proceeds as before. Should

one find the sweater as expected and put it on, affect

may return to neutral or pleasant. Focal attention is

no longer engaged. Hopeful during attempted counter-

change, an individual may experience a temporary chan-

ge in the equilibrial range such that adjacent values

previously outside may be assimilated.

Should the action affect the relevant antecedent con-

dition appropriately (air temperature near the skin),

FIGURE 6 MODIFIED TOTE UNIT

Perhaps the best way to show needed extensions to the

TOTE approach is to modify TOTE along the lines of Fi-

gure Sa, adding some of the detail with which I have

described events in a behavioral episode (e.g., Fen-

neIl 1987). As shown in Figure 6, at issue is a cogni-

tive or sensory variable within an individual's domain

of sensitivity, e#g., skin temperature (53). Certain

values of such variables start a behavioral process

that may restore the variable to equilibrial values.
Within some range of its values, the variable is qui-
escent. Outside that equilibrial range, an -incong-

ruousN state exists. The TOTE model suggests that an

individual continuously tests the values of all varia-

bles in domains of sensitivity. An alternative, per-

haps more plausible, notion is that, when they occur,

values outside the equilibrial range (-NoW in Figure

6) set in motion a physical process that signals such

departure. NAntecedent influencesN affect the values
of variables in domains of sensitivity. e.g., air tem-

perature, for the present example of skin temperature.

When the value of a variable is outside its equ1l1bri-

al range, a change in affect engages focal attention.

From pleasant or neutral, affect changes to unpleasant

with a minimal cognitive element signal1ng, Attend!

The individual must identify the substantive domain

that is implicated e.g., body too cold, and identify a

~ehaViOra1 objective which, if satisfied, may render



FIGURE 8 VARIABLES IMPLICATED IN ALLOCATING RESOURCES

ANTECEDENT CONDITIONS DOMAINS OF

LEVEL TWO LEVEL ONE SENSITIVITY

411the do8&in of sensitivity is no longer activated (the

variable is no longer outside its equilibrial range).
Otherwise, after the grace period during which adja-

cent values are assimilated, the process starts again.

Some ways in which modified TOTE differs from the ori-

ginal are: I) In Figure 6, the original TOTE (constru-

ed as in Figure Sb) begins at Test on Criterion (CS3)'

where the questions, What needs adjusting? and What is

the criterion? have been answered. 2) Upstream from

that point, the additional elements in modified TOTE

are included to represent howan individual's resour-

ces are ~ocated to a particular subst~ntive domain,

i.e., how substantive domains come up for possible

adjusting, and the goal of adjusting. 3) Downstream

from that point, the additional elements in modified

TOTE are included to represent aspects of using one's

resources appropriately, including selecting an !EE!2:

E!!!!! operation (AS3). Next, we discuss such consi-

derations in the context of a behavioral episode.

Determine

values of

variables

at Level

One

Immediately
determine the

status of

variables in

domains of

sensitivity

Sensory and cognitive
variables certain values
of which start a behavi -
oral episode i.e., com-
pel an individual to
allocate resources

Representing a Behavioral Episode

The nature of the producer's task requires that a the-

orist first represent a behavioral episode as it might

occur in the absence of any intervention (Figure 7),

and then, in a companion figure (Figure 14) , show how

a producer would use the basic model in planning to

help an individual make some counterchange. As noted,

in modifying TOTE, where time is shown on the horizon-

tal ~s (Figure 6), I drew on my concept of a beha-

vioral episode, which is represented in Figure 7 (time

ti n the vertical ~s). Aspects of my model that are

'oadly comparable to other approaches will not detain

~s here. "Desired states," for e%ample, roughly cor-

responds to "test criterion" (reference level, goal)

in the models discussed earlier. Moreover, consumer

psychologists may see some similarity between "Desired

States," and choice criteria or product benefits, and

between "Beliefs" and brand perceptions. Space is bet-

ter used to discuss the qualitative relationship of

action to its antecedents, a topic on which other mo-

dels are silent. Accordingly, in focus here are events

upstream from -desired states- i.e. , ~, and their

significance in selecting the substantive domain and

goal of (appropriate) action i.e., counterchange.

Nature of Change

The concept of sensitive domains reflects the fact

that only some stimuli to which an individual is expo-

sed compel an allocation of the individual's resour-

ces. Dog whistles, and names of celebrities in unfa-

miliar fields are examples of stimuli to which an in-

dividual is insensitive. Domains of sensitivity comp-

rise cognitive and sensory variables (81 ), certain
values of which compel an individual to' ..n allocate

resources. Two relevant levels of antecedent condition

are: Level One--variables that immediately affect the

status of variables in sensitive domains, and Level

Two--variables that, in regard to a focal episode, af-

fect the individual only indirectly i.e., through the-.

ir effect on values of variables at Level One (Figure

8). Variables at levels one and two may be personal

or environmental. Elsewhere (Fennell 1978, 1980), I

have described qualitatively different kinds of ~

Consider, for example, individuals who become aware of

the sensation that their body is cold (sensory variab-

le) .Level one elements include air temperature adja-

cent to the skin, and equilibrial values of skin tem-

perature; Level two include weather conditions and

provisions the individuals made for shelter. Or con-

sider individuals who, learning they are in the path

FIGURE 7 BEHAVIORAL EPISODE
~-



8 1GURE 9 EXAMPLES OF ELEMENTS IMPLICATED IN CHANGE

~-:- --~

LEVEL TWO LEVEL ONE SENSITIVE DOMAIN

Weather conditions Air temperature Sensory. e.g..
and provision made at skin; equilib- Sensations of

for shelter rial values of cold

skin temperature

Cognitive,

e.g., Danger

is present

Message of re11-

able weather

forecaster

Forecasting sys-

tem. atmospheric
conditions

of a hurricane that is close. understand theyare in

danger (cognitive variable). Level one elements inclu-

de components of the message such as perceived relia-

bility of the forecaster. closeness and strength of

the storm; Level tWo include the weather forecasting

system and atmospheric conditions (Figure 9).

Nature of Counterchange

~ occurs when values of Level One variables are

such as to cause variables in domains of sensitivity

to assume values outside their equllibrial range. An

individual is alerted to the fact that ~ has oc-

curred by erperiencing a characteristic affective qua-

lity--an insistent unpleasantness. with accompanying

cognitive message: Attend! Once an individual's re-

sources are directed to the possibility that some ad-

justment is needed. s/he may use focal attention to

appraise the situation. The outcome may be a decision

that no further allocation of resources is required.

The behavioral episode terminates. Otherwise. a desi-

~ed state exists in principle (D3) .i.e. .some "state

...'hat lacks whatever has initiated the behavioral epi-

sode. The individual wishes the present state were

other than it is. To effect counterchange. s/he must

know which sensitive domain (53) has been perturbed.

i.e.. is outside its equilibrial range. or. minimally.
which kinds of actions (CA3) are likely to render it

quiescent .Searching the current environment and me-

mory for relevant information, the individual engages
in cognitive acts such as identifying the essential

characteristics of desired states, generating candi-

date actions, i.e., what to do to bring about the de-

sired states, and what it is possible to do in the

present instance, judging the relative strengths/weak-

nesses of candidates, if more than one, and the cost-

worthiness of the sole or top candidate. As an

individUal engages in trying to effect counterchange,

h2E! mutes the feeling of discomfort.

Attempts to effect counterchange may have a variety of

outcomes. It may be impossible to perform the selected

act because the environment is not as the individual

believed it to be. (The sweater is not in the clo-

set). In such a case, the decisional process reverts

to some appropriate earlier stage and continues as

before. Or, putting on the sweater, after a little

while the cycle may start again because the sweater is

inadequate. Or, putting on the sweater and becoming

warmer, after a little while the individual may again

experience activating discomfort and realize that slhe

misdiagnosed the problem--the sensation first interp-

reted as "being cold" was due less to air temperature

than to nagging anxiety about an unresolved problem.

The episode's outcome, of whatever kind, is recorded

in memory, resulting in confirming or revising the

individual's beliefs about ways to effect counterchan-

ge in similar circumstances or in general. Once the

individual tries to effect counterchange, hope is rep-

laced by some other emotion that reflects feedback

from reality, potentially spanning a wide range and,

depending on the nature of the individual's expecta-

tiona and the outcomes actually experienced, including

disappointment, happiness, surprise, and others.

Let us consider the adjustive aspects of counterchange

--the four elements shown in Figure 10: two classes of

antecedent events i.e. , Level Two and Level One varia-

bles, and two aspects of behavioral control i.e., do-

mains of sensitivity and of instrumental action.

Events at Level One, e.g., a drop in air temperature

combined with certain equilibrial values for skin tem-

peratlire, causes a sensitive domain to react (sensa-
tion of being cold), starting a process whose outcome

may be that the individual acts (puts on additional

clothing) , changing the vaiue-of-a-tevel One variable.

If an individual correctly identifies and changes Le-

vel One variables (or desired states and action are

chosen appropriately), the sensitive domain no longer

reacts. The particular behavioral episode is over.

Individuals may be able to affect events at Level Two

FIGURE 10 COUNTERCHANGE AS ADJUSTING

(T3) {03) (53) (A3)
FIGURE 11 ACTION IMPLICATIONS OF C~g-E VARIABLES

ANTECEDENT CONDITIONS

LEVEL TWO LEVEL ONE

DOMAINS OF

SENSITIVITY

0 0

t2
Determine values Immediately Sensory and cog-

of variables at determine status nitive variables,

Level One. of variables in certain values of

May be accessible domains of sen- which start a be-

to individual's sitivity. havioral process

influence, if at Immediatelyac- that mayadjust

all, only by fore- cessible to in- values at Level

sight &lor coll&- fluence by in- One, and thus

boratively. dividual via render sensitive

action. domains quiescent.

t3

1>1 0

1 L> 1>--r 0

1 1 L->1>--r 0

1 1 1 L->1~

1 0<1

1 0 0

ANTECEDENT CONDITIONS BEHAVIORAL CONTROL

DOMAINS OF DOMAINS OF

LEVEL TWO>->LEVEL ONE>->SENSITIVITY>->ACTION>-

(T ) (0 ) (S ) (A )
I1,..n Al,..n 1,..n 1,..n

1< 'f

Specific Instance:



EXAMPLES OF RESOURCE-ALLOCATION & USEFIGURE 12

(T ) (0 ) (S ) (A ) I1,..n Al,..n 1,..n 1,..n

I~ T

baby's sensa-

tion of pain

baby screams[pin sticks

baby]

[pin doesn't

stick baby]

variable (the pin, in the present example). A Level

Two approach to the problem is to do away with one
major source of pins in infants' clothing by using a

pinless fastening as in disposable diapers.

Similarly, even in the case of an adult who feels a

sharp localized pain, Level One variables may not be

immediately known. Individuals may err in identifying

the operative Level One variable--in the present case,

for example, s/he may erroneously attribute the sensa-

tion to a sharp grain of sand found in the general

region of the pain. Brushing off the grain without

experiencing relief, the individual continues search-

ing and next attributes the pain to a pin hiding in a

jacket pocket.

Moreover, across individuals, and across instances wi-

thin an individual, what looks like the -same- action

may differ in its antecedents. Different kinds of

counterchange (sensitive domains) may be implicated

and, with regard to a particular domain, any of a con-

siderable range of conditions at Levels One and Two

may have started the behavioral episode. Just a few

of such possibilities are illustrated in Figure 13,

where we observe someone putting on a sweater .

caretaker re-

ceives mes-

sage of alarm

[searches
for cause,

finds pin],

removes

baby screams

baby doesn't

scream

my sensation (search £or

0£ sharp loca- cause. £ind

a1ized pain pin] .remove

[pin sticks

me]
The relevant domain of sensitivity may be the swea-

ter's warm-making characteristics or its imagined im-

pact on the way others may evaluate the actor. As

regards the actor's erperiencing a sensation of cold,

operative events at Level One may be a drop in air

temperature or low blood sugar. As regards a drop in

air temperature adjacent to an individual's skin, ope-

rative events at Level Two may be a broken thermostat-

/furnace/window, a fuel tank that has run dry, or a

sudden change in the weather. In large part, the baf-

fling quality of human action derives from the state

of affairs illustrated in Figure 13, reading from

~ to left: The natural history of anyone action

is not immediately open to observation because of mul-

tiple possibilities regarding domains of Action and

Sensitivity, Levels One, and Two antecedent events.

pin doesn't

stick me

e.g.. change in atmospheric conditions. failure of

fuel to arrive. but if so. it is through foresight and

planning and possibly by collaborating with others.

Accordingly. within the context of any particular ac-

tivation of a sensitive domain. acting to affect Level

Two variables is not a relevant option (Figure 11).

An experiencing individ~, or an observer, ~y not be
cognizant of operative events in one or more of the
four classes. This ambiguity in a behavioral episode
is many-faceted and probably accounts for the apparent
intractability of action as a subject of formal study.
Simple instances of the problem are illustrated in RepresentinR the Producer Participating in an Episode

Figure 12, Where aspects that are not readily accessi-
ble to actor/observer are enclosed in square brackets. Finally, let me suggest the outline of a producer's

use of this material. Minor differences in represent-
Note that the infant's crying out in reaction to a pin ing a behavioral episode in Figure 14 compared with
prick may function as an instrumental action, if a Figure 7 result only from making space in Figure 14 to
caretaker is within earshot. To a caretaker, however, include aspects of the producer's task.
the infant's cry conveys only general information, and
s/he must search for and identify a likely Level One From the grand behavioral universe, a producer first

selects a focal domain that corresponds to his or her

FIGURE 13 SOME POSSIBLE ANTECEDENTS FOR ACTION: -REACH FOR & DON SWEATER-

LEVEL TWO LEVEL ONE SENSITIVE DOMAIN ACTION

lIMAGINED EVALUATION BY OTHERI
I LONG TIME SINCE EATINGI->l LOW BLOOD SUGARj

->IREACH FOR & DON SWEATER.I1-> I SENSATION OF COLDI BROKEN THERMOSTAT

I BROKEN FURNACE

I BROKEN WINDOW

I EMPTY FUEL TANK

I I -> DROP IN AIR TEMPERATIJRE,

ADJACENT TO SKIN I

I SUDDEN WEATHER CHANGE

ANTECEDENT CONDITIONS BEHAVIORAL CONTROL
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8 FIGURE 14 MODEL OF PRODUCER PARTICIPATING IN EFFECTING COUNTERCHANGE
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APPENDIX

FIGURE A-1 BEHAVIORAL CYBERNETIC MODEL (PASK, 1970)
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"Figure 1 The basic goal directed system: a TOTE unit (modi£ied)" (Pask 1970, p. 19).
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"Figure 3.3 Seven stages of user activities involved

in the performance of a task" (Norman, 1986 p. 42) .
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